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In this paper, we introduce a new differential invariant called L*-analytic torsion, 
for closed manifolds with positive decay and whose universal covers have trivial 
L*-cohomology. L*-analytic torsion can be thought of as a suitable generalization 
of the Ray-Singer analytic torsion. We establish various functorial properties of 
L*-analytic torsion and also compute it for odd-dimensional, closed, hyperbolic 
manifolds, with the help of results from Fried. d-’ 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [3], we studied a class of closed, oriented manifolds, called L2-acyclic 
manifolds, which have the characterising property that there are no 
harmonic L2-differential forms on the universal cover. It follows from a 
theorem of Dodzuik that the condition of L2-acyclicity depends only on the 
homotopy type of the closed manifold. 
In this paper we study a differential invariant of a class of manifolds 
which are L2-acyclic and which have positive decay. The condition of 
positive decay states that the heat kernel of the Laplacian on forms (on the 
universal cover) decays faster than some negative power of time to the 
projection to the L2-harmonic differential forms on the universal cover, 
uniformly over compact subsets of the universal cover. By a theorem of 
Novikov and Shubin, it follows that the condition of positive decay is inde- 
pendent of the choice of metric on the manifold, and hence it only depends 
on the smooth structure. This invariant, which is defined analytically, is 
called L*-analytic torsion, and its definition is analogous to that of Ray- 
Singer torsion. We conjecture that all closed manifolds have positive decay. 
We compute the L2-analytic torsion for semi-simple locally symmetric 
spaces n\G/K (K is a maximal compact subgroup of G, and x is a torsion- 
free discrete subgroup of G) which have the property that the rank of G is 
not equal to the rank of K and n\GIK has positive decay. With the help 
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of results from Fried, we can also make explicit calculations for closed odd- 
dimensional hyperbolic manifolds and flat manifolds, where we show in 
particular that the L2-analytic torsion is non-trivial for a closed hyperbolic 
manifold of dimension three. 
We first study manifolds with positive decay and give some interesting 
examples. Then we define the L2 zeta function of the Laplacian on differen- 
tial forms on the universal cover, on manifolds with positive decay. Here 
is where the hypothesis of positive decay is used. We also define the 
L2-analytic torsion of these manifolds and establish some of its properties. 
Finally we compute this invariant in several interesting cases. 
The L2-analytic torsion has three important functorial properties, which 
are discussed in Theorems 4.2, 4.3, and 4.5. The author and A. Carey have 
recently defined a combinatorial analogue of the L2-analytic torsion in a 
forthcoming paper which also shares these same functorial properties. We 
also prove that these two invariants are equal on L2-acyclic manifolds with 
positive decay. 
1. MANIFOLDS WITH POSITIVE DECAY 
Let o! E (ar, . . . . a,,) be an n-tuple of non-negative real numbers. We say 
that an n-dimensional manifold M has decay c1 if the following condition 
holds : 
Let g be a Riemannian metric on M and S the induced Riemannian 
metric on the universal cover fi. Let dj(g) denote the Laplacian of 
the metric g acting on L2 j-forms on M, and let lj(g) denote the 
induced Laplacian acting on L2 j-forms on 0. Then M is said to have 
decay a if of(t) < CtP3 for all j& 0 and for all t > 1. Here 13;(t) = 
r(exp ( - zJj( g)) -_P) denotes the von Neumann trace of the heat kernel 
on L2 j-forms on M minus the harmonic projection, By a result of Efremov 
and Shubin [ 111, the numbers aj are independent of the choice of metric 
on M, and hence they depend only on the smooth structure of M. Observe 
that if A4 has decay c(, then A4 has decay /? for any /? less than a. Observe 
also that any manifold M has decay a. However, we conjecture that every 
manifold has positive decay i.e., aj > 0 for all j 2 0. 
We recall that an L2-acyclic manifold M is a closed, oriented manifold 
such that the L2-cohomology of the universal cover of A4 is trivial. 
EXAMPLES 1.1. (1) Any closed, oriented manifold with finite funda- 
mental group has positive decay-this follows from spectral theory. 
(2) Any closed, oriented, flat manifold of dimension n has decay 
a = (n/2, . . . . n/2). 
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(3) Any closed, oriented, hyperbolic odd-dimensional manifold has 
positive decay (see Theorem 6.2 in the last section of this paper). 
LEMMA 1.2. (1) Suppose that M, and M, have positive decay. Then it 
is easy to see that M, x M, has positive decay in the product metric, and 
hence in any metric. 
(2) If M, is L2 acyclic and has positive decay, and if M2 is a closed 
manifold, then M, x M2 is L2 acyclic with positive decay. 
Proof Let f!,“(t) denote the theta function of the Laplacian on j-forms 
on the universal cover of M, for a = 1, 2 and Oj(t) the theta function on 
j-forms on M, x Mi?. Using the product metric on M, x M, and by 
Kunneth’s theorem in L2-cohomology, we observe that 
e,(t) =c @t(t) + b’,,,WJ) $0) + c bf,,W,) $(t) 
i+j=k i+i=k 
from which both results follow. Here b{,,(M,) = si(Pj). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let M be a closed manlyold which admits a Riemannian 
metric of non-negative Ricci curvature. Then M has positive decay. 
Proof: This result follows from the classification theorem for such 
manifolds which goes as follows. 
If M is as in the lemma, then the classification theorem of Cheeger and 
Ebin [S] states that the universal cover of M is isometric to the Cartesian 
product of a simply connected closed Riemannian manifold and Euclidean 
space. By our earlier remarks, it follows that again M has positive decay. 
2. VON NEUMANN TRACE 
Let 2 be a complex Hilbert space and +Z be a finite von Neumann 
algebra in Z and t be the faithful normal trace on 4!/‘. Let M be a smooth, 
closed Riemannian manifold, and p: x,(M) --) 4! be a unitary representa- 
tion of the fundamental group of M and E, -+ M the associated @ finite 
Hilbert bundle over M. Let A, = d6 + 6d denote the Laplacian acting on 
L*-differential p-forms on M with values in E,, l?&,(M, E,). Then it can be 
shown that A, is a positive, self-adjoint, closed unbounded operator acting 
on f2f’2,(M, E,). Let k= R,(M) and e’(n) be the von Neumann algebra 
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generated by the action of x on r2(rr) via the left regular representation. 
The left regular representation is then a unitary representation p: rt -+ %(rc). 
Let r be the faithful normal trace on %(rc). Let E, = fi xp l*(n) -+ M be the 
associated flat bundle over M. 
For the rest of the paper we assume that the Riemannian metric on I@ 
is induced from a Riemannian metric on M. 
Consider the following complexes: (Q,*,,(fi), d), which denotes the 
complex of L*-differential forms on fi and (SZF,,(M, E,), d), which denotes 
the complex of L*-differential forms on M with values in E,. There is a 
canonical isometry of complexes given by 
where we canonically identify the spaces T,*,fi with c,*,(,,M. This induces 
an isometry on the L2-cohomology groups H;,(M) N HT,,(M, EP) for 
all *. 
Let L: al;,(&) + sZl;,(iii) be a bounded linear operator which com- 
mutes with the action of rc. Assume also that the Schwartz kernel k, of L 
is continuous. Since the action of rr commutes with L, it follows that 
i.e., k,(x, y) descends to (fi x fi)/n. Then we have 
r(L) = jM tr(k,(x, x)) dx. 
This description of the von Neumann trace is due to Atiyah [l]. In par- 
ticular, let P,: sZ;C,,(fi) -+ G?l;,(fi) denote the orthogonal projection to the 
L*-harmonic j-forms. Since Ak P, = 0 it follows from elliptic regularity that 
the Schwartz kernel of P, is smooth. 
The L* Betti numbers of M, h{:](M), are defined to be 
b;,,(M) - t(Pk) < cc 
since the action of rt commutes with d,, it follows that rr commutes with 
exp( - td,); hence, if k{(x, y) denotes the Schwartz kernel of the operator 
exp( - &I,), then we have 
t(exp( - uI,)) = jM tr(kf(x, x)) dx. 
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3. THE L*-ZETA FUNCTION 
Assume that M is a manifold of dimension n which has positive decay CI. 
We consider the following zeta function: 
We show that if(s, g) is holomorphic for Re(s) > n/2 with meromorphic 
extension to C and no pole at s = 0. We will show that [j(s, g) is differen- 
tiable at s = 0. These two results imply that [,(s, g) can be uniquely defined 
near s = 0, and is differentiable there. 
LEMMA 3.1. [,! (s, g) is holomorphic for Re(s) > n/2 with meromorphic 
extension to @ and no pole at s = 0. 
Proof: The proof follows the standard proof and we shall be brief. 
Recall the Minakshisundaram-Plemjl asymptotic expansion for the heat 
kernel. 
P(t) = t-“‘2 c fkCjk +o (fN--ni2) for all Odt<l. 
n>k>O 
Hence 
tkCjk dt + R(s), 
N2k20 
(where R(s) is holomorphic for Re(s) > n/2 - N) 
=+j ,z>, cjk I / (s+kln/2)+R(s) 
is the meromorphic extension to Re(s) > n/2 - N of i,! (s, g). Choosing N to 
be laige, we observe that the meromorphic extension of [,!(s, g) has no 
pole at s = 0. Moreover, we observe that c,! (0, g) = 0 if n is odd. 
LEMMA 3.2. {f(s, g) is holomorphic for Re(s) < x,. 
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Proof: Here is where we use the fact that A4 has positive decay. We can 
assume that a3 > tl, > 0, for all j 2 0 
which is valid for Re(s) < CC,. Hence we see that if(O, g) = 0. Observe that 
a/as [,? (s, g) = 0. Hence we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. [,(s, g) is well defined and holomorphic near s=O; 
moreover, its value at s = 0 is zero 17 n is odd. 
4. I,*-ANALYTIC TORSION AND PROPERTIES 
We can now define L*-analytic torsion (parallel to the definition of 
analytic torsion of Ray and Singer [ 151) for an L*-acyclic manifold with 
positive decay CI by 
ln( T;;,(M)) = f C (- 1)” P&(O). 
nap>,0 
We establish some of the basic properties of L*-analytic torsion such as 
T;;,(M) is independent of the Riemannian metric on A4. 
THEOREM 4.1. T;;,(M) is independent of the Riemannian metric on A4 
which is used to define it, i.e., T;;,(M) is a different invariant of M. 
Proof: Let g, be a smooth family of Riemannian metrics on A4 and let 
d,(u) be the Laplacian operator on p-forms on A4 of the metric on M 
induced by g, on M. Let [,(s, u) denote the L*-zeta function of the 
operator d,(u). 
We define as in [16] the function 
f(uys)~n,~,o (-I)“P/~~ t’-‘z(exp(-td,(u)))dt 
, / 
= n>;,. (-lYp sd t”- %(exp( -d,(u))) dt , / 
+H>;>o (-1YP j 2 tSp ‘z(exp( -d,(u))) dt 
1 / r 
=fi(4s)+f*(& s). 
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We assume that the dimension n of M is odd. Then since 
5,(0, u) = 0 and 
we see that f(u, s) is uniquely defined near s = 0 and that f(u, 0) = 
ln(T;;,(M)) 
$7(ew( - td,(u))) = N -J,(u) exp( - td,(u))), 
where 
Li,(u)=Gcr,d-u,6d+d6c(,-dcr,6 and c1, E *;I&,. 
We also see that 
.,;,a C-1)” f 7(exp(-td,(u))) , / 
=t .>T>o (-l)“r((jol,6d+(j-l)cr,dd 
/ / 
- (j+ 1) cc, Gd-jet, da) exp( -td,(u))) 
=d n,F,o (-W7(vfp(4exp(-~~,(4)) 
/ / 
= t C 
nap,0 
(- l)p $ r(a, exp( -td,(u))). 
We now differentiate under the integral sign and obtain 
Integration by parts yields 
$fl(u,s)=i s n,;,o (-l)p+’ j: t'-'t(exp(-td,(u))cl,) dt 
/ c 
+ C ( - 1 )p 7(ev( -f-4,(u)) a,). 
nrp20 
Since CI, is an algebraic operator which acts locally on fi we see that 
t(exp( -td,(u)) a,) has the same asymptotics at zero and the same 
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estimates as t(exp( --td,(u))) and noting that 
we can prove that 
rl 
the dimension of A4 is odd, 
s Jo t” ~ ‘r(exp( - td,(u)) c(,) dt 
has a meromorphic extension to Cc which vanishes at s = 0; hence 
We do a similar calculation for f2(u, s): 
$ f2(u, s) = i H,T,o ( - 1 Y J^: tS $ $exp( - td,(u)) CL) dt. 
I I 
Integration by parts yields 
t”- ‘r(exp( - d,(u)) LX,) dt 
-n,;,o (- 1Y T(ew(-jd,(u)) 4. 
r / 
Since a, is an algebraic operator which acts locally on a we see that 
r(exp( -td,(u)) CC,) has the same asymptotics at zero and the same 
estimates as t(exp( - d,(u))) and noting that the dimension of A4 is odd, 
we can prove that 
1‘ m s tS- ‘r(exp( - d,(u)) ~1,) dt 1 
is differentiable for Re(s) < clP and vanishes at s = 0; hence 
if;(u,O)= - C (-l)pt(exp(-td,(u))~,). 
flap>0 
When the dimension n of M is even, the proof above only requires some 
minor modifications as in [ 151. 
We now establish some properties of L2-analytic torsion. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let MI -+ Mz be an r-sheeted, normal covering. If either 
M, or M, is L2 acyclic with positive decay, then 
T;;,(M,) = (7-:2,Vf,))‘. 
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ProoJ Choose a metric on M,. This induces metric on MI and on the 
universal covers ail, j= 1, 2. Moreover, the universal covers are isometric. 
Hence M, is L2 acyclic with positive decay if and only if M2 is. Let r, 
denote the von Neumann trace of Mj and kj(x, y) the heat kernel on 
j-forms on the universal covering. Then 
r,(exp( - tdj)) = JM, tr(k{(x, x)) dx 
Hence we have 
=r I M2 
tr(k{(x, x)) dx = rr,(exp( - tdi)). 
so that 
so we see that 
ln(TP,,(M, 1) = 4 1 ( - 1)” p&(0, Ml) = r ln(T;;,(M2)). 
nap>0 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that M, is an L2-acyclic manifold with positive 
decay and that Mz is a closed manifold, Then 
TP2W1 x M2) = (T;;,(M, )P’*‘. 
ProoJ First observe that 44, x M2 is an L2-acyclic manifold with 
positive decay by Lemma 1.2. Let O,"(t) denote the theta function of the 
Lapiacian on j-forms on the universal cover of M, for a = 1, 2, and Oj(t) 
the theta function on j-forms on M, x M2. Using the product metric on 
M, x M2 and by the Kunneth Theorem in L2-cohomology, we see that 
e,(t) = c e,'(t) e;(t). 
i+J=k 
Hence if ik(S) = ik(S, MI x M2 
ikb) = 1/r(s) 
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We form the sum 
1 (-1)%(4 
= l/z-(s) !‘,I tS- l( c (-l)‘@(t) 1 (-l)‘Of(t) dt 
1-i I 
ts-‘{x (-1)9,!(f)} 
To continue with the proof, we first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let Mj be as above. Then 
1 (-l)i@(t)=O for all t >O 
C (-1)‘$(t)=X(M2) for all t>O. 
Proof: This proof is standard (it can be found for instance in [6, 
p. 147]), so we omit it. 
Using Lemma 4.4, we see that Eq. (*) above becomes 
and the theorem follows immediately. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let M be an L2-acyclic manifold of positive decay. If A4 
has even dimension, then its L2-analytic torsion is trivial. 
Proof We follow the proof of [16] with obvious modifications. Define 
the subspaces !2: E dsZf2J ‘(a) and 524 E SOf2; ‘(A?). Since A4 is a strongly 
L2-acyclic manifold, it follows by the Hodge theorem that 
-. 
where !2: IS invariant under the operator (dS), and @ is invariant under 
(dd),. This defines a direct sum decomposition of the Laplacian on 
Q?*,(A) and hence 
r(exp( - td,)) = t(exp( - t(d6),) + r(exp( - t(6d),), 
where the operators on the right hand side of the above are restricted to 
524 and Qq, respectively. Since 6(dS), = (6d),_, 6, 
$ exp( -t(dfi),) = d6 exp( -t(dh),) = dexp( -t(6d),_ ,)A 
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Hence using the property $AB) = z(BA ) of the trace 
r(exp(-~(dS),)=j~ t(dexp(-u(6d),P, 6) du 
I 
= 
i m z((exp(-u/2(6d),-,)6)(dexp(-u/2(6d),_,))du , 
= 5 J3 t(&dexp( -u(6d),- 1)) du f 
=z(exp(-t(dd),_,)). 
Consider the following sum: 
n,F,a t-1)” Hew(-fd,)) / ,- 
=n,T,a (-1)” {r(exp(-@d),))+r(exp(-t@d)),-,)} 
/ I 
=n>;sa (-l)“~(r(exp(-f(ds),))+z(exp(-t(ds),+,)) 
=,pl;,>, l-l) 
‘+’ z(exp( -t(hd),)) 
I , 
=m,F,l (-l)p~(ex~(-f(d~)p)). 
. , 
We also have the equality *(dS), = (6d),_,*, SO 
n,T,l (-l)pr(exp(-t(d~)p))=~>~,l (-1)Pr(ex~(-f(6d),-p)) 
I . / / 
=(-l)“n-l~p,a (-l)“~(exp(-f(Sd),)). 
/ / 
Combining all of the above we see that for n even 
so that In( T;;,(M)) = 0 when the dimension of A4 is even. 
5. L’-ANALYTIC TORSION FOR SYMMETRIC SPACES 
Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group with finite centre, and K be 
a maximal compact subgroup. Let 7c be a closed, discrete, co-compact, 
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torsion-free subgroup of G. Assume that the rank of G is not equal to the 
rank of K. Then by a difficult theorem of Harish-Chandra [ 131 it follows 
that G has no discrete series. Also it follows from Theorem 6.1 of [7] that 
only the discrete series of G contributes to the L2-cohomology of G/K. 
Hence if the rank of G is not equal to the rank of K, then x\G/K is an 
L2-acyclic manifold. We conjecture that x\G/K has positive decay. We 
show in Theorem 6.2 that this conjecture is valid when the rank of G/K is 
one. 
Now let G be a connected Lie group (not necessarily semi-simple), and 
K be a maximal compact subgroup. Let rt be a closed, discrete, co-compact, 
torsion-free subgroup of G. Assume that n\G/K is an L*-acyclic manifold 
and has positive decay. Choose a G invariant metric on G/K. Then the 
Laplacian on forms and its heat kernel are also G invariant. It follows that 
t(exp( -tdi)) = C,(t) VO~(TC\G/K), 
where C,(t) is only a function of t and depends only on the symmetric 
space G/K (and not on 7~). Hence the L2-zeta function of the Laplacian on 
forms 
It follows that the L2-analytic torsion is given by 
T;;,(M) = exp(C vol(n\G/K)), (*) 
where the constant C only depends on G/K and not on 7~. Moreover it 
should be possible to calculate the constant C algebraically. 
We will now compute the constant C in the case of a closed flat manifold 
M. Note that we are in the situation considered above with G = the 
Euclidean group of motions in R” and K= SO(n). Then the trace of the 
heat kernel on L* j-forms on R” is given by the expression 
tr k’,(t, 0) = r (47rt)-“I* 
0 
for O<jQn. 
Using the notation of Section 4, the L*-zeta function is the sum 
[j(S) = r: (4 + ifts)? 
where the meromorphic continuation of [j(s) is given by 
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and [/2(s) is given by 
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and hence we see that the L*-zeta function vanishes identically near s = 0. 
Hence 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M be a closed, flat manifold. Then the L2-analytic 
torsion T;;,(M) = 1. That is the constant C in the formula (*) above is zero. 
6. L*-ANALYTIC TORSION FOR ODD-DIMENSIONAL HYPERBOLIC MANIFOLDS 
Let X be a closed hyperbolic manifold of dimension d = 2n + 1. This is a 
rank one locally symmetric space with G = SOo( 1, d) and K = SO(d). We 
use some results by Fried [ 123 to compute the constant C occurring in the 
formula for the L*-analytic torsion of a (localy) symmetric space (see (*) 
in Section 5). We first describe the Laplacian Aj on j-forms on G/K in 
group theoretic terms as in [12]. 
The Killing form c on the Lie algebra Y of G induces a G invariant 
metric on G/K in the standard manner, and it turns out that if one nor- 
malises the Killing form c to (1/(2d- 2))c, the induced G invariant metric 
on G/K has constant sectional curvature equal to - 1. 
Also the Casimir operator on G induces a Casimir operator Qj on G/K 
acting on the space of L* sections of the homogeneous vector bundle 
of j-forms on G/K. Then the Laplacian Aj = (1/(2d- 2))Q, is a constant 
multiple of the Casimir operator. Let tj denote the usual representation of 
K= SO(d) on A’@‘. 
Consider the Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN where A has dimension 
one and hence G/K is a rank one symmetric space such that the rank of G 
is greater than the rank of K. Let M be the centraliser of A in K. 
G has no discrete series representations and the principal series represen- 
tations of G are parametrised by fix R, which carries a smooth Plancherel 
density [ 141. On each line rr x R, it is of the form P,(v) dv, where P,(v) is 
an even polynomial of degree d - 1. 
The CJ’S which are of interest to us are those which occur in the 
restriction of tj to the subgroup M. Writing Cd = Cd- ’ @@, we observe 
that each o E /ijCd is of the form o’+ w” A dxd, where w’ E MCd-’ and 
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0” E AiP ‘Cd- ‘. Hence tj restricted to M is isomorphic to aj@ ajP i, where 
crj is the usual representation of M = SO(d- 1) on A’CdP ‘. aj is unitary 
and irreducible except in the case when j= n, in which case it decomposes 
as a direct sum of two irreducible spin representations c,? and 0;~. 
The following theorem can be deduced from [ 12, Theorem 21, observing 
that the von Neumann trace of the heat kernel on j-forms on G/K is just 
the identity term in his Selberg Trace Formula for the trace of the heat 
kernel on j-forms on X= z\G/K: 
THEOREM 6.1. For j = 0, 1, .,., n we have 
$exp( - td j)) = If(Oj) + Zt(o, - I)3 
where I,( c _ 1 ) - 0 and 
Z,(a,)=a, Sx exp( - t(v2 + c,‘)) P,,(v) dv. 
m 
Here ~,=(~;~)vol(X) andcj=n-j. 
By the isometry induced by the Hodge star operator, we see that 
t(exp(-td,))=7(exp(-tdd-,)) 
for j= 0, 1, 2, . . . . n and hence we obtain expressions for s(exp( - tdj)) for 
j=O, 1 , . . . . d. Using these, we show that X has positive decay. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let X be a closed hyperbolic manifold of odd dimension. 
Then X has positive decay. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 6.1 above, it is enough to show that Z,(aj) decays 
faster than some negative power of t for large t for j = 0, 1, . . . . n. Since cJ is 
positive when j # n, it is clear that for j= 0, 1, . . . . n - 1, Z,(aj) decays in fact 
faster than exp( - tc;) for large t. 
The case when j= n remains to be studied. In this case the obvious 
change of variable in the integral defining Z,(G,) enables one to see that, in 
general, Z,(o,) decays, but only faster than t-‘I2 for large t. In fact it is a 
polynomial function in the variable t - “’ Hence we see that X has positive . 
decay. 
We first use the Hodge star isometry to obtain a more compact expres- 
sion for L2-analytic torsion. 
LEMMA 6.3. ln( T(2)(X)) = 4 C,a j~o (- l)j+ i (d- 2j) c;(O). 
Proof: By the Hodge star isometry, we see that 
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and hence that 
r;(s) = C-,(s). 
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By definition the L2-analytic torsion is given by 
ln( T;;,(X)) z 5 d>T, o ( - 1 )P Pi;(o) 
, c 
=f naTa0 (-1)j(jrJ(O)-(d-j)11(0)), 
(where we use (*) and regroup the terms) 
=4 naFao (-1)‘+‘((d-2j)C~(O)). 
Recall that the Mellin Transform of a function f(t) is defined to be 
for sufficiently nice functions on the positive real line. We observe by 
Theorem 6.1 above that 
MZ,(CTj)(S) +MZ,(“j- 1)(S) = M(exp( -td,))(s) = r(J) ij(S). 
By Theorem 3.3, we see that cj(0) =0 whenever j=O, 1, . . . . d. Hence we 
observe that 
(~(0)=~~o T(S) (j(S)=MZ,(Oj)(O) +MZ,(Oj-*)(O). 
The following lemma can also be deduced with the help of [ 12, p. 534 J and 
the above observations. 
LEMMA 6.4. For j= 0, 1, . . . . n - 1 we haue 
where aj and c, are as in Theorem 6.1. Also 
MZ,(o-,)(O) = 0 = MZ,(a,)(O). 
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Proof. Only the equality MZ,(a,)(O) = 0 is not explicitly computed in 
[ 12, p. 5343. But since Z,(a,) is a polynomial function in the variable 
t(- l’*‘, a calculation similar to the one done in Theorem 5.1 proves that 
MZ,(o,)(O) = 0. 
We are now in a position to calculate the L*-analytic torsion for the 
closed hyperbolic manifold X = n\G/K. 
THEOREM 6.5. The L*-analytic torsion of X is given by 
ln(T;;,(X))=i c (-,)‘+I Cd- 2A(M~t(a,W) + MZ,(Oj- ,NO)), 
fl> j>O 
where the right hand side is given explicitly in terms of the Plancherel 
measure and the volume of X as in Lemma 6.4 above. 
For the explicit formulae for the Plancherel measure on G/K, see [14]. 
Remarks 6.6. T:*,(X) is independent of the Riemannian metric on X; 
however, if we use the hyperbolic metric on X, we obtain the formula (*) 
for T:*)(X). Since the constant C depends only on W*“+ ‘, the L*-analytic 
torsion is a non-trivial differential invariant which distinguishes between 
closed hyperbolic (2n + 1 )-dimensional manifolds having different volumes. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let X be a closed hyperbolic manifold of dimension 
three. Then the L*-analytic torsion 
T;;,(X) = exp(C WX)), (*I 
where the constant C= -(l/671) ~0. 
Proof In this case, the expression for the L2-analytic torsion as in 
Theorem 6.5 above reduces to 
ln(T;;,W)) = -Mz,(a,)(O). 
The right hand side can be easily calculated from the formula for the 
Plancherel density as given in [ 14, p. 3903 or by the explicit formula for 
the heat kernel on functions as given in [8, p. 1781 to be -(l/671) vol(X). 
COROLLARY 6.8. Let M, be a closed hyperbolic manifold of dimension 
three, and M, be a closed mantfold with non-trivial Euler characteristic. Then 
the L2-analytic torsion of M, x M, is non-trivial. More precisely, 
T%,(M) = exp(CX(M,) vol(M,)), 
where C= -( 1/67r) and M= M, x M,. 
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Proof: The corollary follows from Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 6.7. 
Remarks. In [17] we settle most of the questions which we asked in 
Section 5 of this paper and come up with more examples of the computa- 
tion of L*-analytic torsion for the regular representation as well as for more 
general von Neumann representations. In a joint work with A. Carey [ 183, 
we define a combinatorial analogue of this torsion. In [ 191 we prove the 
equality of the two definitions of torsion. 
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